THE BELLY DOESN`T RULE YOUR LIFE
(C-major)
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1) You`re esteeming just those circles
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being spoiled by wealth and rings,
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and you try to live in that way,
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forming presence with more comfort
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And some things get more convenient,
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and amusement for your dreams.
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but I notice, that you seem
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to be not very lucky, satisfied,
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get accustomed to those things,

I see you frown.
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The belly doesn`t rule your life.
2) And you care for etiquette now,
liking trips to foreign countries,
You associate at best parties,
You are dining with exuberance
And even, if you`re surrounded
The belly doesn`t rule your life.

smart and fashioned by boutique,
furniture looks like antique.
you`ve got fancy, taste for pearls.
presenting a man of the world.
by success, you`ll miss applause.

3) You`re the chief of the game, just update,
Showing coolness, but no feelings,
You enjoy envious looks hoping
You are proud of those, who`re fading
But you cannot find your peace,
The belly doesn`t rule your life.

and all days in front of stage.
and you`ll never turn to rage.
they might raise their eyes to you.
in their glory, like you do.
`cause something`s missing in your house.

4) Where have they been, your lovely good friends, when the illness came to you?
No one of your snob-community,
no compassion, piercing too!
You don`t see, you just build up facades,
pretending a world of truth.
You`re surrounded by those masquerades,
they`ll reject you, smiling smooth.
If `it gets hard, they will avoid you,
they just care for their own profit.
The belly doesn`t rule their life.
5) Show philanthropy, sensibility,
Don`t take delight in those dishonest games,
Don`t be distorted by the power,
Then you`ll get real and sincere esteem,
and true friendship will be carried
if the belly rules your life.
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beaming warmth and harmony.
take understanding, sympathy.
act and live, just like you are.
real affection won`t be far,
towards you, if you thaw yourself,

